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TRAINING INSTITUTE

WHAT’S GOING ON

THE PROBLEM

Learning output is dependent on the didactical skills of the
trainer. And in vocational training, transferring knowledge
and experience is an even bigger challenge, because of the
flexible classroom setting and sometimes limited practice
material. Add to that the fact that the teachers and trainers are often experienced professionals that have limited
background in pedagogy, however. Resulting in a limited
learning output and limited job opportunities for trainees,
adding to the labour market gap that is troubling developing
countries.

WHAT WE DO ABOUT IT

OUR GOAL

We strive towards making 15,500 youth (self)employed,
train 75 training providers in EDUworks, train 100 trainers in
active teaching and learning and deliver better skilled workforce to 50 companies.
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YOUTH

15,500

TRAIN PROVIDERS
IN EDUWORKS

Didactic WORKS is part of our
7-steps to WORK approach, but
can also be employed separately.

TRAINING

75

Edukans helps trainers and masters in (internship) businesses in project countries to employ active learning methods
that engage and inspire trainees in their learning process.
Our hands-on, work-based learning method puts the daily
practice of teaching both in classrooms and at the work
floor at the centre-stage. By video interaction, reflection
techniques, developing education material and peer coaching, we give trainers and supervisors in companies the tools
to develop effective, practical group work. We match our
programme to the needs and starting level of the trainer or
master. Together, we make sure trainees are well-equipped
to close the labour market gap.
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50
BETTER SKILLED
WORKFORCE

100
TRAIN TRAINERS
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WWW.EDUKANS.NL

WHY EDUKANS?

With over 15 years of experience, Edukans is an expert in
quality vocational training in developing countries. We use
our proven ‘7-steps to WORK’ approach to establish effective curriculums and networks. We engage all stakeholders
of the labour market and facilitate them to take up their role.
Our ‘train-the-trainer’ approach ensures a solid network of
highly qualified trainers, creating sustainable results with a
broad impact.

TRACK RECORD

FOR WHOM

Training institutes
Apprenticeship providers
Masters (internship supervisors) at companies
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ABOUT EDUKANS

Edukans is an international NGO with headquarters based
in the Netherlands and country offices in Malawi, Kenya,
Ethiopia and Ghana. We specialise in providing marginalised children and youngsters around the world with basic
education and vocational training. We focus on four key
themes: quality primary education, youth at work, education
in emergencies and equal opportunities for boys and girls.

MORE INFORMATION:
EDUWORKS@EDUKANS.NL

WWW.EDUKANS.NL

